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Prohibiting companies from favoring their own products ignores all the ways it promotes
competition and benefits consumers. Antitrust reforms should differentiate that pro-competitive
self-preferencing from certain exclusionary practices.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
▪

Companies have been favoring their own products and services over their rivals’ for a long
time—and antitrust enforcers have taken a deferential view of the practice because it has
pro-competitive and pro-consumer benefits.

▪

Self-preferencing has only become a hot antitrust topic in the last few years because of a
coordinated effort on the part of Neo-Brandeisians whose agenda is to break up large tech
companies.

▪

Instead of a blanket ban on self-preferencing per se, antitrust enforcers should adopt a
“rule of reason” approach—as courts have long done—to assess the state of competition
in the context of relevant contracts.

▪

Enforcers need to adopt a clear taxonomy to distinguish between the pro-competitive
effects of self-preferencing as a legitimate self-promotion tool and the anticompetitive
effects of self-preferencing as an unjustified exclusionary tool.

▪

A blanket ban on self-preferencing for a few companies would harm consumers, deter
innovation, and distort the competitive process.
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INTRODUCTION
Antitrust populists, in their desire to reduce the size of large companies and protect
competitors—especially small businesses—rather than consumers, argue that Internet platforms
should not be allowed to promote their own products and services. The critique has materialized
under the new moniker of “self-preferencing.” It holds that antitrust should prohibit Internet
platforms from favoring their own products and services, even if such prohibition improves
consumer welfare. In addition, antitrust populists use their critique of self-preferencing to bolster
their case for a structural separation of platforms (i.e., breakup) or, slightly less radically, for
functional separation of the platform (i.e., requiring the platform business to be operated
separately from the product sales business).
The antitrust literature acknowledges the proconsumer, procompetitive effects of selfpreferencing. 1 Yet, despite the overwhelmingly positive effects of self-preferencing on
strengthening competition, antitrust populists aim to weaponize self-preferencing to target only a
few companies, while allowing self-preferencing for the rest of the economy.
To indiscriminately prohibit the widespread practice of self-preferencing without considering its
benefits would distort competition, not reinvigorate it.
The latest example of such weaponization of self-preferencing by antitrust populists is provided
by Sens. Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) and Chuck Grassley (R-IA). They introduced legislation in
October 2021 aimed at prohibiting the practice. 2 However, the legislation would ban selfpreferencing only for a handful of designated companies—the so-called “covered platforms,” not
the thousands of brick-and-mortar sellers that daily self-preference for the benefit of consumers.
Mimicking the European Commission’s Digital Markets Act prohibiting self-preferencing, Senate
and the House bills would degrade consumers’ experience and undermine competition, since
self-preferencing often benefits consumers and constitutes an integral part, rather than an
abnormality, of the process of competition.
The vague term of “self-preferencing” includes many different practices:
▪

A distributor/platform favoring its private labels over third-party products (i.e., “prominent
placement”). For instance, Amazon promotes Amazon Basics products over third-party
sellers’ products, much like supermarkets promote their own private-label products. 3

▪

A distributor/platform favoring a complementary product from its market position (i.e., “market
leveraging”). For instance, Google made its front page customizable by users to have news
clips or other content appear, even though that competes with other Internet news sites
such as Flipboard. 4

▪

A distributor/platform requiring a complementary product in order to use the main product (i.e.,
“tying”). For instance, Apple introduced the Lightning plug for iPhones to replace the
micro-USB connector mostly because the Lightning could be used more effectively in the
newly introduced device iPad. 5

▪

A distributor/platform preinstalling products and services on a device (i.e., “pre-installation”).
For instance, Microsoft Windows comes with preinstalled software, and smartphone
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companies preinstall apps that compete with other companies’ apps in their integrated
smartphones. So, for example, the iPhone comes preinstalled with a flashlight and
Windows with spell-check, even though consumers could purchase and install them from
other vendors. 6
▪

A distribution/platform not treating business partners “neutrally” (i.e., “platform neutrality”).
For instance, digital platforms are requested to have no (financial) interest in downstream
competition. 7 Under this requirement championed by Sen. Elizabeth Warren (D-MA),
Google would be a search engine and nothing else. Amazon would be a mere platform
and not an online department store. Facebook would be a social media website without
messaging features, etc.

Whether it is structural separation, functional separation, or imposed neutrality, the objective is
the same: to limit the size and scale of certain platforms (at the benefit of their rivals) for the
sake of a nebulous concept of “platform neutrality.” 8 Moreover, the attack on self-preferencing—
whose very name connotes suspicious activity—reflects a fear that large companies leverage their
power from a market in which they are dominant to enter, and compete in a market wherein they
are not dominant, even though such a leveraging technique benefits consumers with lower
prices, higher quality, innovative services, etc.
There is no legal duty for companies to help rivals compete with them—and correspondingly, there is
no legal principle allowing courts to challenge companies’ business models.
Under U.S. law, it is legal for companies to create new products and promote them to their
consumers among rival products. 9 Indeed, under U.S. antitrust laws, there is no duty for
companies to help rivals. As Justice Scalia in the seminal case of Trinko made clear, the
Sherman Act “does not give judges carte blanche to insist that a monopolist alter its way of
doing business whenever some other approach might yield greater competition.” 10 Therefore,
there is no legal duty for companies to help rivals compete with them—and, correspondingly,
there is no legal principle allowing courts to challenge companies’ business models. But antitrust
populists and their allies in Congress want to change that.
More importantly, unless companies engage in self-preferencing in an explicitly anticompetitive
way—meaning intentionally limiting the ability of competitors to use their platform with
anticompetitive motives—the practice usually makes consumers better off. And that, rather than
some vague concern for competitors, should be the focus of antitrust policy. Consumers often
prefer a platform’s products over those of rivals, and if the law prevents their needs from being
served, consumers are harmed by having less choice. But competition can also be harmed by the
platform being prevented from challenging the market positions of entrenched incumbents. For
over 150 years, large retailers have used self-preferencing strategies with their own private
labels, resulting in lower prices for their products and putting price pressure on branded
products. 11 For example, Amazon Fashion and Amazon Pharmacy aggressively compete on price
with established clothing brands and pricey pharmacists. 12
Nobel-prize winner Jean Tirole believes there currently is no “silver bullet” for antitrust
authorities to consider the procompetitive from the anticompetitive effects of self-preferencing
practices. 13 This report develops a taxonomy of self-preferencing practices so that antitrust
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enforcers can distinguish between those that benefit consumers and those that may harm
consumers. The taxonomy differentiates self-preferencing as a self-promotion tool from selfpreferencing as an overt exclusionary tool—and there is no need for legislation overall to address
the latter problem. Vigilant antitrust enforcement suffices in preventing anticompetitive conduct
and eliminates needing to resort to radical proposals such as breaking up the companies or
regulating them as public utilities.

HOW SELF-PREFERENCING HAS GAINED ANTITRUST PROMINENCE
On both sides of the Atlantic, two series of facts have recently brought self-preferencing to the
fore of antitrust debates, especially by well-known digital companies.
First, the European Union was the first to put self-preferencing in antitrust enforcement. The EU
fined Google in 2017 for self-preferencing its own products on its Google Shopping services. 14
The EU’s General Court is expected to rule on Google’s fine challenge on November 10, 2021.
The EU also fined Google in 2018 for favoring its own Chrome browser and search app in its
Google Android smartphones. 15 Both decisions, and others, contributed to a growing movement
in Europe against self-preferencing, especially in the digital industry. Of course, it doesn’t hurt
that the companies whose sales would be limited are largely American.
Second, in 2016, Open Markets Institute director Barry Lynn and then fellow researcher Lina
Khan encouraged Sen. Warren to come out with a plan to break up “big tech.” 16 The next year,
Khan published the “Amazon’s Antitrust Paradox,” where she accused, among other things,
Amazon of self-favoring its products over third-party products and thereby unfairly competing and
necessitating a structural separation of the platform. 17 In 2019, she published another article
both advocating for the “separation of platforms and commerce” through breakups and praising
Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Warren for suggesting the breakup of companies and
regulating them as “platform utilities” to avoid self-preferential treatments. Now chair of the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC), Khan outlined her antitrust vision in which she wants to focus
on “structural incentives that enable unlawful conduct—be it certain conflicts of interest,
business models, or structural dominance.” 18 In other words, through a coordinated effort from
anticorporate Neo-Brandeisians, self-preferencing has rapidly come to the fore as a new antitrust
concern.

WHY SELF-PREFERENCING IS A COMMON BUSINESS PRACTICE
Self-preferencing is a long-standing and common business practice consisting of leveraging
capabilities to promote one’s own complementary products and services. It is indeed a “common
and self-fulfilling phenomenon,” wrote Michael A. Salinger. 19 Moreover, self-preferencing covers
a wide range of commonly accepted business practices. In that respect, the notion is problematic
as a potential antitrust violation—and is the reason antitrust enforcement generally warrants a
deferential approach toward “common business practices.” 20 Such an approach is
commonsensical, as long-standing common business practices cannot be anticompetitive
practices, unless antitrust enforcers are keen to prohibit the very fundamentals of the
competitive process.
For a company to promote its products and services represents a trivial fact. Not to do so would
frustrate the very essence of a company’s corporate interests and could potentially engage
managers’ liability. 21 But self-preferencing refers to a more specific concern than general self-
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promotion. It refers to a company’s ability to leverage its market power by vertically promoting its
products and services. In other words, a company self-prefers its products and services on the
higher or lower part of its distribution channel.

Vertical Restraints and Self-Preferencing
To illustrate self-preferencing, let’s assume that two distributors of products and services
compete as platform to reach end users. Both compete against one another and welcome thirdparty suppliers onto their platforms as distributions channels for competing products or services.
But let’s assume one of the platforms acquires or creates a product that is similar to products
that third-party sellers are offering on their platform. Would the platform now favor its own
products over those of its competitors? If so, then to what extent would this practice amount to
anticompetitive conduct wherein third-party sellers could no longer compete on their merits?
Figure 1 illustrates this vertical integration process and the potential incentives for a distributor
to favor its own products.
Figure 1: How platform restraints affect third-party sellers
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Having acquired or created Supplier 3, Platform 1 may now be incentivized to treat Suppliers 1
and 2 less favorably. In other words, Platform 1 may self-favor Supplier 3 at the expense of the
level playing field between all three suppliers, thereby undermining competition on the merits.
Also, the privileged relationship between Platform 1 and Supplier 3 may prevent Platform 2 from
dealing with Supplier 3 due to the presence of exclusivity deals between Platform 1 and Supplier
3, as represented by the dotted line in figure 1.
However, an extensive theoretical and empirical body of economic literature on vertical
integration contradicts this intuition of vertical foreclosure. 22 Vertical integration is the essence
of entrepreneurial activity. In contrast, market transactions are the essence of the price
mechanism: The choice between transacting or integrating depends on costs and benefits at
stake, as Nobel Prize-winner Ronald Coase seminally explained as early as 1937. 23
Downstream competition (i.e., competition among distributors) is not the only concern for
companies. Upstream competition (i.e., competition among suppliers) may prevent a company
from undermining the attractiveness and competitiveness of its platform at the benefit of another
company’s platform. Questions about potential vertical foreclosure shed many doubts about the
alleged anticompetitive effects of vertical foreclosure, even by a so-called “monopolist.” Indeed,
Fumagalli, Motta, and Calcagno argued:
And even if an incumbent is truly a monopolist over the upstream input, a number of
follow-on questions arise: do downstream rivals have a “right” to be granted access to that
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input? If so, on what terms? Would final consumers be better off following external
intervention (for example, by a regulator or a competition authority) that tinkers with the
incumbent’s conduct? What would be the effect on the incentives of the incumbent (and
possibly of firms in other industries) to keep investing and/or innovating, following an
intervention which obliges the incumbent to given access to an input which may well be
the product of its investments or business acumen? 24
Thus, antitrust laws do not prohibit per se common business practices leading to vertical
restraints (or integration). 25 The evolution of antitrust enforcement has gradually addressed the
antitrust “misconception” of vertical integration, as Robert Bork himself described before being
instrumental in its evolution. 26

Self-Preferencing as Common Business Practice
What type of self-preferencing practice triggers concerns by antitrust populists? It appears
that self-preferencing of its products (i.e., private labels or suggested services) by a
platform at the expense of downstream rivals has become the bone of contention. And yet,
self-preferencing is common business practice, as it pertains to the very essence of the
corporation operating in the marketplace. 27 Supermarkets were the first platform to selfprefer their products over third-party sellers. Thus, self-preferencing as a distribution
strategy is a widespread, common business practice for retailers that resort to private
labels. As one organization wrote, “Private label products encompass all merchandise sold
under a retailer’s brand. That brand can be the retailer’s name or a name created
exclusively by that retailer. In some cases, a retailer may belong to a wholesale group that
owns the brands that are available to only the members of the group.” 28
Do private labels contribute to innovation, or are they merely imitators? Although imitation always
contributes to innovation, private labels went from being imitators in the 1980s to becoming
today’s retail market disruptors. 29 Be that as it may, the share of private-label brands in retail
markets remains large—even more so retail markets located outside the United States—as figure
2 demonstrates:
Figure 2: Private label brands’ percentage of sales in retail markets 30
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Private labels offer many advantages to consumers, which is why they have gained market
share. For example, private labels offer lower prices, increase consumer loyalty, and spur
innovation by imitation. 31 Indeed, as research finds, “When consumers are making
decisions about the purchase of private labels brands, the image of the store, as well as
the retailer’s corporate reputation play determinant roles. Interestingly, corporate
reputation exerted greater influence on private label image, while store image exerted a
greater impact on private label quality perception.” 32
Consequently, should a company’s reputation deplete, consumers will no longer be interested in
its private label’s products. Thus, the ability of the company—even when dominant in a market—
to extract monopolistic rents is seriously hampered by the high level of reputation it must
sustain. In other words, downstream competition between products remains vibrant thanks to the
vibrancy of upstream competition. To illustrate, should Google offer a less-competitive search
engine, consumers may question the attractiveness of its ancillary services such as Google
Shopping or Google Maps and switch to Amazon or Apple Maps, for instance. Therefore, selfpreferencing works only in a competitive environment wherein the company offers quality, priceeffective products, or services. Otherwise, consumers would vote with their feet and choose
upstream or downstream rivals. Indeed, self-preferencing works as an advertising tool designed
for self-promotion, which works only to the extent that rivals do not offer substantially better
alternatives.

Box 1: Self-Preferencing and the “Chain Store Wars”
Private brands emerged in the first part of the last century with the rise of supermarkets and
chain stores such as A&P, which competed aggressively against local small retailers for the
benefit of consumers. Like today, populists vehemently criticized the allegedly cutthroat
competition chain stores generated for the benefit of consumers because they sided with smallbusiness interests (and in many cases were funded by those interests). In Big Is Beautiful,
Atkinson and Lind noted that:
chain stores threatened local monopolies of general stores and drugstores owned by local
elites, particularly in rural areas. A&P, the nation’s largest retail chain, was demonized by
populists in the 1920s and 1930s in the same way that Walmart and other “big box”
stores were vilified by populist in the 1990s and 2000s for putting out of business “Main
Street” stores. 33
Nevertheless, antitrust populists successfully mobilized Congress against the competition chain
stores instilled when it passed the Robinson-Patman Act in 1936. This act limited price
competition exerted by efficient chain stores at the expense of less-efficient small businesses.
Thus, the act harmed consumers but protected inefficient competitors, as antitrust populists so
desired. This is why groups such as the NAACP and various consumer groups opposed legislation
banning or making it more difficult for chain stores to compete.
During this period, Congress pressed the FTC to gather more information, often hoping to obtain
data to justify discriminatory legislation. Indeed, the FTC completed at least eight reports to
Congress on the topic of chain stores. One such 1932 report on private brands notes, “A large
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proportion of retail chain organizations, particularly the larger ones, are strong advocates of
private-brand merchandise. Those favoring such brands give some 20 different reasons for their
development and use. Perhaps the most important claim made is that private brands enable the
chain store to give the consumer better values. 34
Should we, today, harm consumers and protect inefficient rivals—particularly large companies
unable to offer lower prices with private brands—with a ban on self-preferencing? Atkinson and
Lind reminded us that “after World Ward II, retail chains and supermarkets became such a
familiar feature of the new suburban middle-class lifestyle that the once passionate crusade
against chain stores faded from memory.” 35 It would be unfortunate if antitrust populists
succeeded in a new crusade against private labels in particular and self-preferencing in general.
They would then have succeeded in erasing from the collective memory the anticompetitive
effects of the prohibition of private labels’ competition and their benefits to consumers. Current
antitrust enforcement needs to foster, not undermine, such price competition.

Antitrust policy has traditionally treated private brands positively, given their procompetitive
effects. 36 However, few experts have called for antitrust prosecutions of private labels despite
their procompetitive effects. 37 More generally, the COVID-19 pandemic has further increased the
widespread popularity of private labels by consumers. 38 And with it, self-preferencing becomes
relentlessly and enthusiastically the norm of the average shopper. As self-preferencing is already
a common business practice “offline,” self-preferencing of adjacent products and services is also
unsurprisingly common online. Regulators chastising online platforms often claim that what is
illegal offline should also be illegal online. With the antitrust techlash against self-preferencing,
what is legal offline becomes prosecuted when conducted online.
Since private labels are widespread throughout the world, and given that retailers may offer
“prominent placements” for their private labels over brand labels, should it not be legitimate to
infer that self-preferencing as a distribution strategy is a common business practice that should
not be the source of antitrust prohibitions? 39
Regulators chastising online platforms often claim that what is illegal offline should also be illegal
online. With the antitrust techlash against self-preferencing, what is legal offline becomes prosecuted
when conducted online.
Suppose self-preferencing Amazon Basics products became per se prohibited while Walmart’s
apparel brands could enjoy a self-preferential treatment from its parent company. Would that
foster fair competition with a stronger level playing field? And what about the unfairness this
would cause due to the exemption of any antitrust scrutiny of China’s Alibaba? The animosity
against Amazon’s alleged self-preferencing ignores how important private brands are for
Amazon’s rivals. Indeed, private brands represent approximately a little more than 1 percent of
Amazon’s sales. In comparison, the average private label penetration by retailers tends to be
approximately 20 percent, as figure 3 illustrates:
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Figure 3: Private label penetration by retailer 40

Suppose self-preferencing of iTunes in Apple’s iPhones were considered to be illegal selfpreferencing, therefore mandating Apple either to stop pre-installing iTunes on iPhones or to also
pre-install, say, Spotify. Would that create a stronger and fairer competition when Apple’s
iPhones compete with, say, Google’s Pixel Phones and Huawei’s smartphones? To discretionarily
prohibit such a common business practice as self-preferencing (i.e., forcing some companies to
vertically disintegrate their products while allowing others to keep integrating them) represents
the sheer frustration of a fair competitive process.
It is economic injustice made legal, and economic merits made dishonorable.

Antitrust and Vertical Restraints
Common business practices need protection from the law, as they contribute to the fair,
competitive process. To illustrate, it is common practice for franchisors to require franchisees to
comply with certain geographical limitations or brand-building requirements. For example, it
would be absurd to allow multiple Starbucks coffees in the same street or allow McFlurries to be
produced differently across different McDonald’s locations. This is referred to as “full-line
forcing” in antitrust jurisprudence and is particularly well accepted in franchise settings given
the scale and scope of the economies these vertical restraints generate. 41 Vertical restrictions
allow for brand creation and reputation and enable firms to reap scale economies.
Consequently, in the 1960s, antitrust moved away from a per se prohibition of nonprice vertical
restraints, such as the tying and bundling of products, as long as they are common business
practices—meaning they contribute to normal competition or competition on the merits. 42 Since
the 1980s, courts have applied a rule of reason to tying, hence prohibiting only unreasonable
tying as suggested by the economic literature. 43 Nothing can justify applying a per se prohibition
to tying: A rule of reason is commanded here as in every other instance in antitrust
enforcement. 44 Tying products together, such as selling an electronic device and its compatible
charger, is often procompetitive. 45
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More generally, antitrust aptly moved away from considering leveraging as an anticompetitive
practice. For example, Areeda and Turner wrote as early as 1978 in a prominent antitrust
textbook:
There is a maximum monopoly profit to be earned from the eventual sale of an end product
… Unless there are diseconomies of integration, monopolization of a second stage would
not ordinarily lead to higher prices or lower output … Vertical integration by a monopolist
can lead to lower prices, higher output, and other economic benefits where the second
stage had previously been monopolized or otherwise characterized by non-competitive
performance. 46
Also, products that are sold as “single products” enjoy an antitrust exemption. 47 For instance,
right and left shoes are typically tied together and sold as single products, thereby not leading to
antitrust prosecutions for shoe sellers.
Nothing can justify applying a per se prohibition to tying: A rule of reason is commanded here as in
every other instance of antitrust enforcement.
Applied to self-preferencing in digital platforms, could it, for instance, be argued that Google
search engine and Google map results or Google shopping results are “single products”—namely,
the products of online search? Could it be argued that searching online by typing or by voice
command or image are part of “single products,” thereby leading to exemptions from antitrust
prosecutions, Google search engine, Google Voice Search, and Google Lenses? Alternatively,
should these products not be considered single products, could antitrust enforcers convincingly
argue that Google self-favors Google Voice Search and Google Lenses in Google search engine
since they have argued that Google self-favored Google Shopping? The antitrust prosecution of
self-preferencing focuses on defining the market and how companies can develop ancillary
products to improve their business activity—innovative companies self-favor complementarities
between services and products they create. Antitrust should reward product and service
innovation.
Against the backdrop that self-preferencing is a “monopoly leveraging” practice, selfpreferencing is a leveraging strategy that generates even fewer restraints than tying does. For
example, consumers are not bound to purchase a tied product with the main product. Instead,
companies can provide consumers with a range of products and services without any
requirements or prerequisites.
Self-preferencing differs from tying and bundling in the sense that it does not impose
requirements between complements. For instance, whereas the tying of printers and ink requires
one to purchase compatible ink with a printer, the self-preferencing by a merchant platform of its
private-label products does not require consumers to purchase them. They can freely choose, say,
not to purchase Amazon Basics products on Amazon’s platform. Thus, self-preferencing’s
restraints preserve the freedom of consumers to shop irrespective of the identity of the platform
or distributor.
Furthermore, self-preferencing differs from exclusivity arrangements and refusals to deal. Selfpreferencing precludes third-party sellers from operating on the platform; in contrast, refusals to
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deal imply an explicit ban or termination of third-party sellers on the platforms. Thus, exclusive
dealings have procompetitive effects. 48 Nevertheless, neither practice corresponds to the
contemporary antitrust concern of self-preferencing by online platforms. These platforms
welcome and even encourage third-party sellers to operate on their platforms. Otherwise, the
attractiveness of these platforms, from the perspective of consumers, would be reduced.
The antitrust prosecution of self-preferencing pares down to defining the market. Innovative companies
self-favor adjacent services and products they create. Thus, antitrust laws should reward innovative
adjacent offerings of new products and services.
Consequently, self-preferencing is a common business practice that often illustrates product
diversification and innovations and constitutes an additional source of competitive constraint in
distribution channels. Correspondingly, antitrust should adopt a rule of reason, a deferential
approach toward an overwhelmingly procompetitive practice. And yet, antitrust laws have recently
started to prosecute self-preferencing practices ex nihilo without guiding principles. This is the
reason we need some limiting principles for self-preferencing. 49

TOWARD A USEFUL ANTITRUST DISTINCTION: TWO TYPES OF SELFPREFERENCING
Self-preferencing often has procompetitive effects. Nevertheless, a rule of reason, rather than per
se prohibitions, should apply. More precisely, policymakers need to differentiate between selfpreferencing as a self-promotion tool and self-preferencing as an overt exclusionary tool, as the
former type of self-preferencing generates proconsumer effects. Moreover, it often results from
user preferences, hence warranting a deferential treatment from antitrust enforcement; however,
the latter type of self-preferencing warrants more antitrust scrutiny.
Indeed, every self-preferencing strategy irremediably contributes to raising rivals’ costs
(RRC). 50 The RRC theory of antitrust is both controversial and arguably inappropriate. As
Hovenkamp wrote, “Probably the most common practice that raises rivals’ costs is output
expansions that force a rival to reduce its output, thus depriving it of scale economies, or
that force a rival to engage in a more aggressive promotion in order to compete … But
such practices are the heart of competition, even though they make a rival’s effort
more costly.” 51
It pares down to an implicit duty for a company to care for (if not help) its rivals, and an
implication for antitrust regulators to change antitrust laws to protect competitors rather than
favor consumers. As a result, the antitrust literature has largely set aside the RRC theory. 52
Scheffman and Higgins advocate for a “serious limitation of the RRC analysis” since “it does not
provide guidance on how to distinguish cost-raising strategies from ‘competition on the merits,’
or pro-competitive strategies that shift business from rivals.” 53
The increase of rivals’ costs cannot be a legitimate ground for antitrust prosecution, or else
competition on the merits would be undermined rather than preserved. Instead, self-preferencing
practices need to be addressed by antitrust enforcers that have the ability to tell apart
proconsumer, procompetitive self-preferencing practices from potentially anticompetitive self-
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preferencing practices. The “silver bullet,” as Tirole put it, is yet to be shot. In the next part, we
delineate how to decipher what a rule of reason to self-preferencing would resemble.

Self-Preferencing as Self-Promotion
Self-preferencing practices are divided between self-preferencing as a legitimate self-promotion
tool that fosters consumers’ interests and self-preferencing as questionable exclusionary
practices that may warrant antitrust scrutiny.
“Self-preferencing as self-promotion” refers to the creation by a company of a product or service
on an adjacent market and the use of the primary market to promote this new product or service.
Absent tying or bundling requirements, self-promotion of a product on the secondary market and
the primary market constitutes a legitimate marketing mean: It fosters a new product’s adoption,
thereby incentivizing its creation in the first place. It also increases consumer choice and can
create competitive pressures on other providers to increase quality or reduce prices.
Irrespective of a company’s size, the self-promotion of its product on a market in which it intends
to disrupt incumbents generates procompetitive, pro-innovative effects. Without technological
and forced tying, self-promotion is a procompetitive leveraging practice. To illustrate, when
Amazon uses Amazon Prime to self-promote its video streaming platform (i.e., Amazon Video), it
legitimately promotes an adjacent product from its online department store, where it does not
hold market dominance but rather challenges established video streaming incumbents.
Self-promotion as a source of disruption represents competition on the merits, hence benefiting
consumers.
We see the same dynamic in search platforms. When search websites identify results as selfplaced, rather than as organic search results, consumers gain valuable information that helps
them make the best choices. Moreover, the clear and nonconfusing labeling of search results as
advertising slots does not distort competition on the merits of the organic search results. On the
contrary, it may foster competition in the advertising market. Likewise, operating systems or
devices come preloaded with a company’s applications, which gives consumers more choices,
not fewer.
Consequently, self-promotion is conducive to procompetitive and pro-innovative effects.
Accordingly, antitrust enforcement should apply a rule of reason and incentivize, rather than
deter, such a self-preferencing practice.

Active Exclusion or Demotion
Self-preferencing can have anticompetitive effects if it results in active exclusionary practices
otherwise not justified but for anticompetitive reasons. More precisely, this takes place whenever
the active exclusion takes either of these forms:
1. Exclusion of a specifically named competitor: When a company names a competitor and
treats that competitor differently from other competitors without objective justification,
the active exclusion or demotion may generate anticompetitive effects that constitute a
violation of antitrust laws. Absent objective justifications such as quality standards, the
active exclusion or demotion of a named competitor without similar treatment imposed to
other competitors could constitute an anticompetitive practice subject to a rule of reason.
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2. Active inoperability: When two products or services are interoperable, and a company takes
active steps to render them no longer interoperable in order to exclude efficient rivals,
such active steps toward lack of interoperability may constitute anticompetitive practices
subject to a rule of reason. The mere inoperability of products and services without active
steps by a company cannot constitute an exclusionary practice but rather only an
unfortunate and inevitable development of rival technologies. Gilbert aptly wrote that
“even if failure to support interoperability is not an antitrust violation, a requirement to
support interoperability is a valid remedy for anticompetitive conduct.” 54
These two instances are potential cases wherein the self-preferencing practice may lead to an
unfair exclusionary practice dedicated to thwarting competition and innovation. Accordingly,
absent procompetitive justifications, antitrust enforcement may prohibit these practices and
remedy them with interoperability, nondiscriminatory proposals.
Expanding the prohibition of self-preferencing beyond these two instances may undermine
competition and innovation rather than speculatively bolster them. Indeed, the fair leveraging of
market power to conquer new markets and secure market positions strengthens, rather than
undermines, competition.
To expand the prohibition of self-preferencing beyond instances of named exclusion and active
inoperability may undermine competition and innovation more than it bolsters them.

THE REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF SELF-PREFERENCING
The current antitrust treatment of self-preferencing suggests excessive interventionism with the
risk of creating false positives due to disregarding the procompetitive effects of self-preferencing.
Indeed, antitrust enforcers have recently endorsed a more aggressive stance against the
commonness of self-preferencing, especially in the digital sector, since this sector generates
excessively widespread media attention. 55
How does the law approach self-preferencing? Definitions of self-preferencing such as the
ability of “a firm to unilaterally distort the relationships between dependent firms and
customers to monopolize a market, fortify its dominance, destroy a competitor, or leverage
into a new market” are not useful. 56 Antitrust laws do not prohibit leveraging market power,
especially for nonmonopolistic advantage in adjacent, second markets. The case of
Spectrum Sports illustrates the inadequacy of the leverage theory in light of antitrust laws.
The court ruled that “[Section 2 of the Sherman Act] makes the conduct of a single firm
unlawful only when it actually monopolizes or dangerously threatens to do so. The concern
that [Section 2] might be applied to as to further anticompetitive ends is plainly not met
by inquiring only whether the defendant has engaged in ‘unfair’ or ‘predatory’ tactics.” 57
The question is not whether a company leverages its market power from one market to another—
a natural practice inherent, not abnormal, to the competitive process—but rather whether it will
become a “monopolist” in the second market. Self-preferencing its products to challenge
incumbents in a second market, irrespective of its position in the first market, enhances
competitive rivalry and presumably yields considerable procompetitive effects.
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To illustrate, when Google uses its search engine’s market position to enter into the market for
shopping-comparison websites with Google Shopping, it intends to compete with large
incumbents in the market for such websites. Thus, to prohibit such nonmonopolistic advantage
in the second market as the Google Shopping decision did in the European Union results in the
thwarting of the competitive process rather than the preservation of it. 58
The question is not whether a company leverages its market power from one market to another—a
natural practice inherent, not abnormal, to the competitive process—but rather whether it will become
a “monopolist” in the second market.
All contracts “distort” the relationship between a firm and its business partners because they
inherently tie some businesses together and not others. Thus, unless the prohibition of selfpreferencing would become tantamount to the prohibition of every contract by any large company
willing to leverage its competitive positions, self-preferencing needs a workable definition that
ensures that the prohibited practices preserve rather than undermine the competitive process.

Self-Preferencing in European Antitrust
In Europe, traditional antitrust enforcement has largely accepted the procompetitive effects of
self-preferencing in particular, and vertical integration in general. This is because the ability to
discriminate vertically is part of the competitive process rather than something that violates it.
Nevertheless, two cases involving Microsoft in 2007 and 2009 signaled European enforcers and
judges not being keen to review the quality of tied products to ensure that self-preferential
treatments were not anticompetitive. 59 Also, the European Commission requested the German
utility company E.ON to stop favoring its production affiliate through preferential purchases in
the energy industry. 60
However, more recent cases applied to digital markets reveal a more aggressive approach toward
self-preferencing. Indeed, following the Google Shopping decision of 2017, self-preferencing as
such has become, at least according to the European Commission, a separate antitrust
violation. 61 European Commission’s vice president Margrethe Vestager’s focus on prohibiting selfpreferencing mainly concerns large American tech companies such as Google and Amazon. 62
The Google Shopping decision and the prohibition of self-preferencing it suggests are misguided
for two main reasons. First, it ignores the business model from which Google competes against
its rivals. The ad-funded business model requires reliance on self-promoted advertising slots on a
freely accessible search engine, or else the search engine becomes financially nonviable and
technological investments for its improvements may slow down. Second, the decision ignores the
upstream competition. Google competes not only with downstream rivals (e.g., Yelp, Tripadvisor,
etc.), but also with upstream rivals (e.g., Amazon, Alibaba, Etsy, Walmart, etc.). The EU’s
decision blatantly ignores this competition taking place at the platform level.
The decision by the European Commission erroneously considers that Google Shopping is a
dominant player as a “comparison shopping service.” 63 Thus, it does not compete with Amazon,
which is a merchant platform on which users are awkwardly said not to have “recourse to the
product search functionality of Amazon to compare offers from different sellers.” 64 Such a
misleadingly, narrow definition of relevant markets to make Google Shopping look like a
monopolist undermines the antitrust analysis’s accuracy in the Google Shopping decision. 65
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Furthermore, the decision, contrary to consumer experience, concludes that “there is also limited
substitutability between comparison shopping services and merchant platforms, such as Amazon
Marketplace, and eBay Marketplaces.” 66 To not consider the fact that consumers shop
alternatively on Google Shopping, Amazon, eBay, or even Alibaba, thus creating competitive
rivalry among those businesses, reveals the disconnect between the decision and the reality of
competition. Consequently, these errors about the alleged anticompetitive effects of Google’s
self-preferencing practice render the nondiscrimination requirements imposed in this decision
unconvincing remedies.
The self-preferencing at stake in the Google Shopping decision is instrumental in exerting
competitive constraints against competing platforms such as Amazon, Alibaba, and others. When
self-preferencing reinforces competition, it is hard to conclude that it does not have
procompetitive effects or that the anticompetitive effects are greater than its procompetitive
effects. Consumers benefit from increased competition between online shopping-comparison
websites and functionalities. Self-preferencing aimed at disrupting existing incumbents by new
entrants (however big they are) yield procompetitive effects contrary to the findings of the Google
Shopping decision.
Also, the European Commission opportunistically launched investigations against Amazon
because Vestager wanted to “ensure that the dual role platforms with market power, such as
Amazon, do not distort competition … The conditions of competition on the Amazon platform
must also be fair. Its rules should not artificially favour Amazon’s own retail offers or advantage
the offers of retailers using Amazon’s logistics and delivery services.” 67
To suggest that Amazon should be blind on whether its third-party sellers use its ancillary
services, or else the competition on the platform is not “fair,” amounts to treating Amazon as a
public utility whereby the platform cannot offer services and rebates whenever third-party sellers
use those services. Ultimately, it is equivalent to a price regulation mechanism, since the price
for third-party sellers to operate on the platform ought to be the same irrespective of the bundle
of services these sellers use. Thus, the prohibition of any price discrimination amounts to price
regulation by European antitrust officials of the Amazon platform. Here is where the prohibition
of self-preferencing becomes both economically intrusive and damaging for consumers and
economically unfair as online and offline rivals (e.g., Alibaba, Walmart, Etsy, Target) are not be
subject to such stringent price controls.
Now the European Commission wants, only for a handful of online platforms (designated as
“gatekeepers”), to make self-preferencing per se illegal. Indeed, the Digital Markets Act
proposed by the European Commission in December 2020 is radical in its approach. 68
Gatekeepers must “refrain from treating more favourably in ranking services and products offered
by the gatekeeper itself or by any third party belonging to the same undertaking compared to
similar services or products of third-party and apply fair and non-discriminatory conditions to
such ranking.” 69 Self-preferencing would be per se illegal under the Digital Markets Act’s Article
6, just like any “discrimination” of a third party. 70 Therefore, this prohibition would lead the
designated gatekeepers to be de facto regulated as public utilities vis-à-vis any third-party
partner. Both the ability of these gatekeepers to compete and innovate will inevitably be hurt at
the expense of both consumers and a fair competitive process concerning their rivals. 71
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Self-Preferencing in U.S. Antitrust
In the United States, antitrust agencies have so far approached self-preferencing in a more
deferential way. 72 For instance, the court of appeals in the Microsoft case rejected the view that
Microsoft monopolized the market for Internet browsers because such an adjacent market to the
market for personal computers did not exist. And the court considered that even though such a
market could exist, Microsoft had not monopolized the browser market. 73 Thus, in today’s
language, self-preferencing cannot lead to antitrust prosecutions unless the blamed company has
monopolized the second, adjacent market. Monopolization of the first, primary market does not
suffice as a violation of antitrust laws.
The more-deferential treatment of U.S. antitrust toward self-preferencing is also illustrated with
the treatment of search self-preferencing. Before the European Commission fined Google in
2017 for self-preferencing practices, the FTC settled a similar case in 2013. 74 Although the FTC
investigations covered a broader array of concerns, as they revolved around an allegation of
search bias that favored Google’s “categories of content such as shopping or travel,” the
approach of the FTC toward self-preferencing dramatically differed from the EU’s approach.
Indeed, the FTC correctly framed the relevant question to ask when it comes to allegations of
self-preferencing (here, algorithmic changes to promote one’s own content and to demote rivals’
content):
A key issue for the Commission was to determine whether Google changed its search
results primarily to exclude actual or potential competitors and inhibit the competitive
process, or on the other hand, to improve the quality of its search product and the overall
user experience…. The totality of the evidence indicates that, in the main, Google adopted
the design changes that the Commission investigated to improve the quality of its search
results, and that any negative impact on actual or potential competitors was incidental to
that purpose. 75
In other words, while Europe wanted to prohibit steps by Google to gain market share in adjacent
markets as a way to protect competitors, the FTC focused on whether both the action was
designed to harm its competitors and it improved the consumer experience. The FTC concluded
that Google’s product improvements (i.e., changes of algorithms) enhanced consumer experience
and were not designed to harm competitors.
The FTC clearly grasped the main implication of the self-preferencing prohibition that rivals
wanted the agency to impose on Google, including search neutrality requirements, despite the
considerable intrusiveness on the proprietary product design such requirements would imply:
Product design is an important dimension of competition and condemning legitimate
product improvements risks harming consumers. Reasonable minds may differ on the best
way to design a search results page and the best way to allocate space among organic
links, paid advertisements, and other features. And reasonable search algorithms may
differ as to how best to rank any given website. Challenging Google’s product design
decisions in this case would require the Commission—or a court—to second-guess a firm’s
product design decisions where plausible procompetitive justifications have been offered,
and where those justifications are supported by ample evidence. 76
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After Google’s 2013 settlement, the implicit and dystopian concept of search neutrality was
dead. 77 However, it resurrected soon after, with a change of tone recently taking place in NeoBrandeisian literature. For instance, Lina Khan wrote in 2018 that “if gatekeeper power gives
platforms the ability to extort, leveraging power gives platforms the incentive to discriminate in
favor of their goods, services, and applications over those offered by other businesses,” explicitly
citing the EU Google Shopping decision of 2017 as a source of inspiration for U.S. antitrust
reforms. 78
Unless antitrust laws turn large companies with diversified products and that operate both downstream
and upstream in a public utility to avoid so-called self-preferencing or conflicts of interest, antitrust
enforcement needs to adopt a reasonable approach toward self-preferencing.
If search neutrality is not the answer, do U.S. antitrust laws enjoin a general “neutrality”
principle by a vertically integrated company concerning its downstream rivals so that it can be
treated as a quasi-public utility? 79 Since the refusal-to-deal law does not apply to selfpreferencing cases, there cannot be a duty to deal imposed on the platform. Indeed, the platform
is already dealing with its downstream rivals. Consequently, antitrust enforcers cannot turn the
platform into a “virtual public utility,” as Herbert Hovenkamp referred to, when enforcers impose
a duty to deal with companies. 80
Therefore, the Neo-Brandeisian argument to unbundle platforms from commerce because of selfpreferencing proves to be unconvincing. Self-preferencing is not equivalent to a refusal to deal,
and the remedy for the latter cannot be imposed on the former. Thus, unless antitrust laws turn
large companies with diversified products and that operate both downstream and upstream in a
public utility to avoid so-called self-preferencing or conflicts of interest, U.S. antitrust
enforcement needs to adopt a reasonable, moderate approach whereby a rule of the reason may
tell apart the procompetitive self-preferencing from the anticompetitive self-preferencing
practices.
The recent Klobuchar-Grassley bill prohibiting self-preferencing for a few companies takes direct
inspiration from the European’s Digital Markets Act. Unfortunately, it would generate similar
unintended consequences at the expense of both consumers and fair competition. 81
Any reasonable approach toward self-preferencing would apply a rule of reason to a largely
procompetitive practice and would tell apart self-preferencing as a procompetitive self-promotion
tool from the few instances when self-preferencing can turn into an anticompetitive, exclusionary
technique. In that regard, we can draw a dividing line between self-promotion and active
exclusion concerning competitive effects as self-preferencing practices.
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Box 2: The Klobuchar-Grassley Bill Prohibiting Covered Platforms From
Self-Preferencing
Senators Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) and Chuck Grassley (R-IA) recently introduced the “American
Innovation and Choice Online Act,” which would prohibit “covered platforms” from favoring their
own products, services, or lines of business over those of other businesses in a manner that
would “materially harm competition on the covered platform.” 82 The bill takes direct inspiration
from the European Commission’s Digital Markets Act, which regulates Internet “gatekeepers.”
The few companies that the Klobuchar-Grassley bill defines as “covered platforms” would be
unable to promote their own private-label products on their platforms—for instance, Amazon
would be prohibited from promoting its Amazon Basics products—even if the “promotion” is the
result of consumer behavior. Yet competing companies that are not deemed to be “covered
platforms”—such as Walmart and Alibaba—would be free to continue promoting their respective
private-label brands. When regulators treat similar rivals dissimilarly like this, they skew playing
fields rather than promoting fair competition.
The bill also prohibits the platforms from unfairly limiting third-party sellers’ products, services,
or lines of business from competing with the covered platform operator’s own offerings “in a
manner that would materially harm competition on the covered platform.” Therefore, any
disadvantage for third-party sellers caused by the platform’s choices or innovations would be
prohibited. For instance, the Klobuchar-Grassley bill would preclude Apple from preinstalling a
free app on iPhones if consumers used to pay for it, because it would inevitably “limit the ability
of another business user’s products, services, or lines of business to compete” on the App store.
Like the European Commission’s Digital Markets Act, the Klobuchar-Grassley bill defines
“covered platforms” in a way that subjects just a few very large online platforms to regulation.
For instance, Section 4(B) defines “covered platforms” as online platforms having at least 50
million U.S.-based monthly active users, or at least 100,000 U.S.-based monthly active business
users. Covered platforms also must be online platforms owned or controlled by an entity with
U.S. net annual sales or a market capitalization greater than $550 billion. The last requirement
to meet the definition is that online platforms must be a “critical trading partner”—which is
defined as “a person that has the ability to restrict or materially impede the access of (A) a
business user to its users or customers; or (B) a business user to a tool or service that it needs to
effectively serve its users or customers.”
This narrow designation of “covered platforms” follows a very static approach to competition,
targeting large U.S. tech platforms according to a “big is bad” rationale, which would have the
unintended consequence of harming small businesses operating in these digital ecosystems, and
harming consumers by making fewer products and services available at greater cost. The bill
would distort competition, since it would only apply to large U.S. tech platforms and explicitly
exempt both foreign rivals such as Alibaba and TikTok, and domestic offline incumbents such as
Walmart and Target. Overall, it would allow traditional suppliers to enjoy more profitable
businesses at consumers’ expense by removing the competitive constraints and pressure to
innovate that online platforms exert.
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CONCLUSION
The United States faces a critical turning point when it comes to antitrust law. It can continue
the current system wherein it generally allows companies, even those with considerable market
share, to self-preference (while not allowing active degradation of competitors), or it can go down
the EU path that seeks to protect businesses, especially small firms, from competition, even if
the result is a degraded consumer experience. A general, per se prohibition of self-preferencing,
as proposed in the European Commission’s Digital Markets Act, would generate considerable
costs and unintended consequences. Accordingly, the United States should refrain from
instituting such an approach with bills such as the Klobuchar-Grassley bill and its House
counterpart (Customer Non-Discrimination Act / Equality Act). Indeed, antitrust bills that aim to
prohibit self-preferencing without thoughtful analysis and only for a handful of companies will
likely do more harm than good. They are likely to undermine rather than strengthen competition
on the merits and make consumers’ experiences worse. 83
One cannot overstate the implications of the radical choice of prohibiting procompetitive selfpreferencing. Unfortunately, several forces in the U.S. government seek to go down the EU path:
some progressive Democrats because they despise large corporations and want a fundamentally
restructured economy; some Republicans because they have let their anger toward social media
sites purportedly being biased against conservative speech influence their views on antitrust; and
many other elected officials simply because there is so much generated noise about the
problems of “big tech.”
A general, per se prohibition of self-preferencing, as proposed in the European Commission’s Digital
Markets Act, would generate considerable costs and unintended consequences. Therefore, the United
States should refrain from importing such approaches with bills such as Klobuchar and Grassley’s.
Policymakers need to tread carefully in this matter because going down the road of severely
limiting self-preferencing would mean going down a road that will be hard to return from. This is
a road that prioritizes protecting economic redistribution over economic growth; a road that
protects some business interests over consumer interests. Finally, such a road would give
carte blanche power to the government to hamper the U.S. innovation economy to benefit
foreign competitors.
Today’s antitrust enforcers and lawmakers need to refrain from prohibiting the historically
beneficial practice of self-preferencing. Indeed, imagine if antitrust officials in the 1930s and
1940s succumbed to the generated controversy over the so-called “chain store wars.” American
consumers would not have benefitted from the low prices and abundance created by the rise of
supermarkets and department stores. The race to efficiency led chain stores to pass on benefits
to consumers at the expense of inefficient, small, less-innovative shops. To prohibit online a
revolution that benefits users could only harm American consumers for the sake of protecting
rent-seeking competitors willing to get through the law what they cannot get from the market.
Anyone who cares about American living standards and consumer welfare should vociferously
oppose such a vision that slows down competition and innovation through the prohibition of selfpreferencing initially and the breakup of companies subsequently. This Neo-Brandeisian
perspective jettisons American competitiveness and innovation. 84
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They can start by differentiating between self-preferencing and rival exclusion and commit to
seeing the former as a procompetitive, proconsumer business practice that helps companies
diversify their portfolios, enter new markets, challenge incumbents, and disseminate innovation
through a process of imitation and disruption, which unequivocally benefits consumers. In
addition, self-preferencing often is a substitute for marketing expenses, so prohibiting selfpreferencing would squelch these procompetitive and pro-innovative effects.
Consequently, antitrust officials are well advised to focus on exclusionary practices only and not
undermine the procompetitive effects of self-preferencing, or else the distortion of the
competitive process may chill innovation at the expense of consumer benefits.
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